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ABSTRACT1

Natural language understanding (NLU) models in produc-2

tion systems rely heavily on human annotated data, which3

involves an expensive, time-consuming, and error-prone4

process. Moreover, the model release process requires of-5

fline supervised learning and human in-the-loop. Together,6

these factors prolong the model update cycle and result in7

sub-standard model performance in situations where usage8

behavior is non-stationary. In this paper, we address these is-9

sues with a deep reinforcement learning approach that ranks10

suggestions from multiple experts in an online fashion. Our11

proposed method removes the reliance on annotated data, and12

can effectively adapt to recent changes in the data distribution.13

The efficiency of the new approach is demonstrated through14

simulation experiments using logged data from voice-based15

virtual assistants. Our results show that our algorithm, with-16

out any reliance on annotation, outperforms offline supervised17

learning methods.18

Index Terms— ranking, natural language understanding,19

reinforcement learning20

1. INTRODUCTION21

Voice-based virtual assistants such as Google Assistant and22

Amazon Alexa have gained popularity over the past few23

years, which brings great opportunities as well as challenges24

to natural language understanding (NLU) systems. The pro-25

duction systems of these devices generally rely heavily on26

annotated data and are typically trained through supervised27

learning. However, data annotation is expensive and often28

time-consuming. In addition, model updates through offline29

supervised learning can be lengthy and fail to capture trending30

requests.31

The NLU model in the underlying system of voice-based32

virtual assistants usually classifies the user request into hy-33

potheses for downstream applications to fulfill. A hypothesis34

consists of the user intention (intent) and the Named Entity35

Recognition (NER) tags. For example, the correct hypothesis36

for “play a Madonna song” is (PlaySong intent, ArtistName:37

Madonna) and for “turn on the TV” is (ControlAppliance in-38

tent, ApplianceName: TV). Our work considers a ranking39

task in an NLU system where hypotheses with their features40

are generated via fully independent domain experts, where a41

domain is an area of functionality, such as Music, Shopping42

or Weather [1]. These hypotheses are then ranked based on43

their scores, which are computed as a function of their fea-44

tures. Therefore, the ranker needs to calibrate features across45

domain experts and choose one hypothesis according to a pol-46

icy.47

We model the problem as a variant of the contextual multi-48

armed bandit, where arms represent the scores computed for49

hypotheses by domain experts, named domain rankers. Our50

model differs from the previous work in the literature [2, 3, 4,51

5, 6, 7, 8] due to the independence of the arms: the features52

for hypotheses in a domain are not accessible by other do-53

main rankers. Moreover, each domain ranker outputs scores54

for multiple hypotheses simultaneously. Thus, the setup re-55

quires a novel reinforcement learning approach with partially-56

observed contexts and multi-action estimates.57

In this work, we utilize recent advances in deep rein-58

forcement learning and propose an alternative online training59

method. Our policy gradient algorithm is a variant of REIN-60

FORCE [9] and uses the sample return as an estimate for the61

value of the state-action pair. Our proposed approach makes62

use of the implicit user feedback signals1 to determine the63

rewards associated with samples in logged data, and does not64

depend on any human annotation. A positive reward is given65

if the chosen NLU hypothesis fulfills the customer’s needs,66

and a negative reward otherwise. As the training method67

enables automatic model updates during runtime, the ap-68

proach can swiftly pick up on trending requests. Simulation69

experiments show our proposed method outperforms offline70

supervised learning.71

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION72

For a domain ranker, the input hypotheses with their features73

are generated by the domain expert models: the domain clas-74

sification score (denoted by DC ∈ [0, 1]), the intent classifica-75

tion score (denoted by IC ∈ [0, 1]) and the NER classification76

score (denoted by NER ∈ [0, 1]). Therefore, the context for a77

request in domain d, denoted by Xd, is defined as the follow-78

1Implicit user feedback signals are inferred from the interactions with
users, for example, negative user feedback signals are inferred from users
terminating a song when it starts playing. The signals can be classified into
positive and negative user feedback signals, which correspond to the satisfac-
tion and dissatisfaction of users, respectively.



ing:79

Xd =

 DC1
d DC2

d ... DCnd
IC1

d IC2
d ... ICnd

NER1
d NER2

d ... NERnd

 ,
where DCid, ICid and NERid are the DC, IC and NER scores80

for the ith hypothesis in domain d. Note that Xd ∈ Rm×n,81

where m is the number of features for each hypothesis and n82

is the number of hypotheses (without specifications, m = 383

and n = 5 in this paper), and Xd1 6= Xd2 for d1 6= d2. Each84

column of Xd represents the features of one hypothesis.85

The outputs from a domain ranker are the scores for the86

input hypotheses, denoted by sd = fd(Xd), where sd =87

[sd1, sd2, ..., sdn] and sdi ∈ (0, 1) is the final confidence score88

for the ith hypothesis in domain d. The function fd approx-89

imates the relationship between the hypothesis features and90

their scores, with the parameters learned in the training pro-91

cess.92

We model a group of domain rankers as a variant of the93

contextual multi-armed bandit model, with each domain’s94

ranker as an arm. The final hypothesis is chosen by gath-95

ering hypotheses with their scores from all domain rankers.96

When exploration is desired, the hypothesis is chosen by97

sampling from a policy, and when exploitation is desired,98

the hypothesis with the highest score is chosen. Finally, a99

reward r ∈ {−1, 1}(−1 representing dissatisfaction and 1100

representing satisfaction from the user) is observed and used101

to update the parameters of the domain ranker. The objective102

is to maximize the cumulative reward over time.103

3. APPROACHES FOR RANKING104

We first consider linear relationships between the hypothe-105

sis features and scores by using standard contextual multi-106

armed bandit algorithm in Section 3.1. Then, we generalize107

to nonlinear relationships by using policy gradient algorithms108

in Section 3.2 and Q-learning algorithms in Section 3.3. We109

note that all of the domain rankers utilize the same input fea-110

tures, given by Xd for each domain d.111

3.1. Contextual multi-armed bandit with linear arms112

We consider two classical algorithms for linear arms: Lin-113

UCB [10] and Thompson Sampling [4, 11]. Note that the114

context in our problem setting is a matrix with each column115

as an available action, whereas the input context in classical116

multi-armed bandit problems is a vector for a single action117

[10, 4, 11].118

LinUCB algorithm and Thompson Sampling algorithm119

use a linear model to estimate the expected reward for a con-120

text using the following formula,121

fd(Xd) = θTdXd, (1)

where θd ∈ Rm is the parameter for the ranker in domain d.122

3.2. Policy-gradient rankers123

We design domain rankers that use non-linear functions to es-124

timate scores for hypotheses and use REINFORCE algorithm125

[9] to update their parameters. For domain d, let πθd denote126

the policy for choosing hypothesis. The value of policy πθd is127

128

V (πθd) = Eπ(θd)

 N∑
j=1

r(tj)

 ≈ 1

N

N∑
j=1

r(tj), (2)

where tj is the jth sample trajectory (a trajectory is the cho-
sen hypothesis for a user request). The gradient of the value
function can be computed using policy gradient theorem [12]
as

5θdV (πθd) = Eπθd [5θd log π(θd)r(t)]

≈ 1

N

N∑
j=1

5θd log π(θd)r(tj).

3.2.1. Policy-gradient Sigmoid-policy Rankers129

The policy-gradient sigmoid-policy rankers treat the multiple130

hypotheses in a domain independently. The ranker in domain131

d outputs a binary policy for each hypothesis in the current132

context Xd. That is, the probability of choosing the ith hy-133

pothesis is given by134

πθd(X
i
d) = sigmoid(θTdX

i
d) =

exp(θTdX
i
d)

exp(θTdX
i
d) + 1

, (3)

where Xi
d is the feature for the ith hypothesis in the current135

context Xd. For policy-gradient sigmoid-policy rankers,136

the exploration for hypotheses is conducted through an137

exploration-depth ε and a “greedy” strategy, as described138

in Algorithm 1.139

3.2.2. Policy-gradient MDP-policy Rankers140

The policy-gradient MDP-policy rankers work in the same
way as the policy-gradient sigmoid-policy rankers but use a
different formula to compute the scores by considering the de-
pendence between the features. The features for a hypothesis
in domain dwith intent IT and NER labels ST are interpreted
as follows:

DC = P(the reference domain Dr = d),

IC = P(the reference intent is IT |Dr = d),

NER = P(the reference NER labels are ST |Dr = d).

Finally, the probability for the jth hypothesis in the ith do-141

main to be the correct hypothesis is given by142

P(aij) = DCθ1ij IC
θ2
ij NER

θ3
ij , (4)

where DCij , ICij and NERij are the features for this hy-143

pothesis, and {θi} are the calibration parameters across do-144

main rankers.145



Algorithm 1 REINFORCE Algorithm for Rankers
Input αd ∈ R as a learning rate for domain d. Input εdepth
as the exploration depth.
Initialize θd as all ones for all d.
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do

Compute policies πθd(X
t
d) for each domain d

Aggregate all policies and pick the action using the fol-
lowing strategy:
ε = εdepth
while ε > 0 do
d∗, i∗ = argmaxd,i πθd(X

t
d)

sample action according to policy πθd∗(X
i∗
d∗)

if action (d∗, i∗) is picked then
break

else
ε = ε− 1

end if
end while
Observe the feedback rt
Update domain θd∗

θd∗ = θd∗ + αd∗rt 5 log πθd∗ (X
i,t
d )

end for

3.2.3. Policy-gradient Softmax-policy Rankers146

Policy-gradient softmax-policy rankers use a linear function147

to compute scores for hypotheses in the current context Xd.148

Then, a softmax function is applied on top of the scores for149

hypotheses from all domain rankers. The result of this soft-150

max is used as the policy to sample hypothesis as the final151

output. In detail,152

πθ(aij |{Xi}i) =
exp(fθi(aij))∑

i

∑
j exp(fθi(aij))

, (5)

where θ = [θ1, θ2, . . . , θk] and k is the total number of do-153

mains. Xi is the context for the ith domain, aij is the jth154

hypothesis in the ith domain and fθi(aij) is the score by the155

ith domain ranker for hypothesis aij .156

3.3. Q-learning rankers157

Q-learning rankers use a sigmoid function on top of a linear158

function of the features to compute Q-values (i.e., the scores)159

for hypotheses. For the ith domain, let Qθi(Xi, aij) denote160

the the Q-value for hypothesis aij for context Xi, where aij161

is the jth hypothesis in the ith domain, then162

Qθi(Xi, aij) = sigmoid(θTi aij). (6)

There are two differences between Q-learning rankers and163

policy-gradient rankers. Firstly, the hypothesis is sampled us-164

ing an ε-greedy strategy: with probability 1 − ε, the hypoth-165

esis with the highest Q-value is chosen, and with probability166

ε, a hypothesis is chosen randomly uniformly from all of the167

Table 1. Relative performance of rankers compared to the
baseline on annotated data. Negative values imply reduction
in error rate.
Metrics UCB TS Q Sigmoid Softmax MDP

ICER +11.0% +8.9% +1.6% +0.9% -2.4% -4.1%
IRER +2.6% +1.6% -1.1% -1.9% -0.7% -2.8%

UCB: Linear UCB, TS: Thompson Sampling, Q: Q-learning, Sigmoid, Soft-
max, MDP: policy-gradient with sigmoid, softmax and MDP, respectively.

available hypotheses. Secondly, the optimization for the pa-168

rameters for Q-learning rankers is done via minimizing mean169

squared errors of the hypotheses’ Q-values.170

4. EXPERIMENTS171

We show simulation experiment results using two sets of data:172

(a) annotated data, whose expected response is the ground-173

truth and determined by human annotators, (b) unannotated174

logged historical data, whose ground-truth is unknown but the175

expected response (considered ground-truth) is determined by176

the implicit user feedback (when there is no negative user177

feedback signals). 2 We evaluate our algorithms using pre-178

viously randomly recorded data following similar ideas as in179

[2]. We report the IRER (exact-match hypothesis error rate)180

and ICER (intent classification error rate) metrics for these181

experiments.182

4.1. Experiments with annotated data183

We utilize internal data set. The training and testing data con-184

tain 503,000 and 1,154,000 utterances, respectively. In the185

testing, the parameters for each domain ranker are initialized186

from the training results and remain fixed throughout test-187

ing. The baseline model is the production model where do-188

main rankers compute the scores for hypotheses using equa-189

tion (4) and are trained through offline supervised learning on190

the same annotated training data. For detailed designs, see191

[1].192

Table 1 provides the relative performance of different193

rankers when trained on annotated data and tested on anno-194

tated data, compared to the baseline model. From Table 1,195

the non-linear rankers perform better than linear rankers. In196

terms of IRER, policy-gradient rankers with sigmoid-policy197

and MDP-policy have the best performances, with a rela-198

tive IRER reduction of 1.87% and 2.77%, respectively. The199

results in Table 1 show that our training scheme works bet-200

ter than the traditional supervised learning with the same201

annotated data.202

2The data we used comply with our commitment to users. All data have
been collected under authorization and have been anonymized.



4.2. Experiments with positive unannotated logged data203

In the next set of experiments, we sample from historical204

unannotated data where we use implicit user feedback sig-205

nals to filter out positive turns, interactions that have no neg-206

ative user feedback signals. For these turns, the production207

model output3 is treated as the true hypothesis of the user re-208

quest. We subsample from historical data to build a dataset209

with more than 800,000 utterances. The baseline model is the210

same model as in Section 4.1 but is trained with the unan-211

notated training data in a semi-supervised fashion where we212

treat the given response as the ground-truth label.213

Table 2 provides the relative performance of different214

rankers, compared to the baseline model, when trained and215

tested on unannotated testing data. We report two sets of eval-216

uation metrics for this situation: the overall metrics on all the217

testing data (in rows 2 to 4), and the stable metrics on testing218

data excluding the first 10,000 samples (in last two rows),219

which measure the model performance after the learned pa-220

rameters converge. From Table 2, the three policy-gradient221

rankers perform better than the baseline model after learning222

from 10,000 samples, and the policy-gradient MDP-policy223

rankers perform the best with a relative 3.87% improvement224

in IRER. We conjecture that this due to the multiplicative225

treatment of the scores in the MDP-policy framework, as226

given in equation (4). This allows correct hypotheses with227

lower scores to “bubble up” relatively more easily more dur-228

ing exploration, and thus helps the model to perform better on229

less frequent utterances due to more effective online learning.230

Table 2. Relative performance of rankers on unannotated data
with only positive turns. Negative values imply reduction in
error rate.

Metrics Q Sigmoid Softmax MDP
ICER +27.10% -6.57% +12.32 % -12.94%
IRER +5.24% -2.79% +2.85 % -3.24%

Performance post 10k samples
ICER +26.69% -6.98% -11.50% -14.58%
IRER +5.18% -2.90% -2.90% -3.87%

4.3. Experiments with negative unannotated logged data231

In the final experiment, we follow the same data preparation232

as in Section 4.2, but we also include negative turns, which233

are turns with negative user feedback signals, in addition to234

the positive turns as. The training and testing strategy fol-235

lows that for Table 2 with one difference: for the first 10,000236

samples, the hypothesis chosen by the model is forced to be237

the same as the recorded response. Table 3 provides the rel-238

ative metrics on testing data (same as in Section 4.2) after239

3The production model is a complicated system with multiple compo-
nents functioning together. We focus on improving the performance of one
statistical component of the system in this work.

the first 10,000 samples. For policy-gradient MDP-policy240

rankers, which have the best performance across the board,241

there is a 4.44% reduction in IRER when learning with both242

positive and negative turns, compared to a 3.87% reduction in243

IRER when learning with only positive turns.

Table 3. Relative performance of rankers on unannotated
data with both positive and negative turns. Shown results are
online performances after models have learned from 10,000
samples. Negative values imply reduction in error rate.

Metrics Q Sigmoid Softmax MDP
ICER -5.95% -4.52% -11.70% -18.07%
IRER -2.50% -2.45% -2.16% -4.44%

244

5. CONCLUSION245

We introduce deep reinforcement learning techniques for246

NLU ranking, where independent NLU domain expert mod-247

els generate hypotheses with their features, and a domain248

ranker computes the scores for hypotheses in the domain. We249

formulate NLU ranking as a contextual multi-armed bandit250

problem, and apply deep reinforcement learning techniques251

to build a completely online model that does not rely on an-252

notated data. Experiment results show that the new technique253

yields 4% and 18% reductions in the exact-match hypothesis254

and intent classification error rates, respectively, compared to255

the baseline models.256

In future work, we plan to utilize user friction in a more257

advanced manner, by accounting for the uncertainty in fric-258

tion estimation in the reward process. We also seek to im-259

prove the exploration process during online learning, for in-260

stance by using look-ahead policies as in [13] and related261

work.262
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